
TRAVELING - It
leaves you

speechless, then
turns you into a

storyteller.



Are you frustrate with your daily
life? ie, Your boss is taking over
your life? Kids are driving you
mad? Your parents are trying
to make you live the life they
want? How long do you think
you can handle this pressure
before you burst and everything
falls apart? The only one
solution is, DO TRAVEL
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Each region of the world
offers something new and
unique. Anyone who would like
to travel, can dream a great
days in their lives. Our travel
agents specializing in tourist
places around the world can
make your vacation dreams to
reality. You can book exciting
and adventurous trips with
affordable rates. Contact
Futura Hospitalities to learn
about the ways to explore the
world and get amazing offers
on your tour packages.



AMAZING
TRAVEL
DEALS

Wish to travel across 

the globe? We provide 

the best services in 

accessing holiday packages

according to your interests. 

Package tours are excursions or

holidays which "package" a variety

of services Together to make a

single "combined" trip. Commonly

they combine such things as

transport, accommodation, and

meals. They may also include the

provision of a tour guide and/or

leader.  Book with Futura

Hospitalities now for getting 

an amazing travel experience in 

your life.

TO GO

CHOOSE
YOUR

DESTINATION
FAVORITE

We provide 

customized packages 

& ready packages as 

per the requirements.

Honeymoon, Holiday  Packages &

Conference Packages

Farm  Houses, Private villas,

Apartments & Tent Camping

01 bedroom to 11 bedrooms House 

boats – Day Cruise & Overnight stay 

Car Rentals – With & Without 

driver



OUTBOUND
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Unrivalled luxury, stunning white-
sand beaches and an amazing
underwater world make Maldives
an obvious choice for a true
holiday of a lifetime.

UNBELIEVABLE
BEACHES
Maldives is home to
perhaps the best beaches
in the world; they’re on
almost every one of the
country’s nearly 1200
islands and are so
consistently perfect that it’s
hard not to become blasé
about them. 

Every resort in Maldives is its own
private island, and with over 100 to

choose from the only problem is
selecting where you want to stay. At

the top end, the world’s most
exclusive hotel brands compete

with each other to attain ever-
greater heights of luxury, from

personal butlers and private lap
pools to in-room massages and

pillow menus

RESORTS FOR
EVERYONE

UNDERWATER
WORLD
With some of the best
diving and snorkeling in the
world, the clear waters of
Maldives are a magnet for
anyone with an interest in
marine life.

Maldives has undergone seismic change in
the past 10 years, since inhabited islands have
been opened to tourism and locals permitted

to build their own guesthouses. Travellers no
longer have to stay in resorts 

and remain separate from the local
population, something that kept 
backpackers away for decades.

INDEPENDENT
TRAVEL
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Andaman is one of the most beautiful places
you can visit in India. It includes a whooping 572
islands in total out of which only 50 are
inhabited by people where rest are either too
small, come under forest reserve or used by
Indian military as their base. The islands have
been the favorite tourist destination for a while
now and offer one of the most out-of-world,
exquisite vacation spots in India. 
The weather here is moderate and doesn't
follow the trends of India. When there is summer
all over the mainland, Andamans just start out
with monsoon and therefore offer perfect break
from the harsh sun. The glistening clean white
sand beaches, wide shorelines and crystal blue
waters offer a perfect place to take a dip or
enjoy water sports throughout the day.A
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Situated off the coast of Kerala, Lakshadweep is
spread over 36 islands surrounded by 4,200 sq
km of lagoon rich in marine wealth and is one
of the most spectacular tropical island systems. 
Though all the islands are endowed with the
beauty of coral reefs, sandy beaches,
unpolluted and clear water, and hospitable
settings, most of these differ in terms of facilities
and services offered. While some islands have
been promoted for diving and water sports
others are meant for relaxation. 
AGATTI, KAVARATTI, MINICOY & BANGARAM are
the best places to visit in Lakshadweep. 
SHOPPING, YATCH SAILING, LAGOON FISHING &
WATER SPORTS like SUBA DIVING, KAYAKING,
CANOEING are the best things to do in
Lakshadweep.
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Sparkling like a gem in the southern Indian
Ocean, Mauritius is an island nation, having a
land area of 2,040 kilometers. The country isn't
just about beaches. Mauritius has a ton of
activities, historical sights, and lush forests to
offer to its visitors. 
Leading the tourist attractions, Port Louis- the
bustling capital of Mauritius, boasts of French
colonial architecture and offers exciting
shopping and entertainment venues. Grand
Baie is also the amongst the main tourist
attractions. Not to miss the Black River Gorges
National Park. The dunes are also
acknowledged as the 'Seven Colored Earth'. It's
this uniqueness of the spot that makes it rather
popular among tourists.
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As a pearl of the Indian ocean Sri Lanka have
unique cultural, geological features. Those
things will help you to find out new experience
to your life. 
Sri Lanka has different weather conditions.
Center of the country weather are balmy and
other sides being hot. You can feel this different
in a one day. 
Full moon Poya days and other religious
festivals make the majority of the holidays in Sri
Lanka. This will help you to plan a wonderful
journey. 
Known by a flotilla of aliases, the Resplendent
Isle is one of gorgeous beaches, tea plantations
and ancient cities. Scuba dive, visit an elephant
orphanage and a lagoon of singing fish, explore
dense jungle, shrines and temples.
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Visit Dubai to have the best vacation of your life.
Largest. Tallest. Biggest. Dubai does everything
to the extreme, standing out for its uber-
modern design in a historically conservative
country. Dubai is a city and emirate in the
United Arab Emirates known for luxury shopping,
ultramodern architecture and a lively nightlife
scene. The soaring skyscrapers, palm-shaped
islands, and golden beaches, paired with
vibrant nightlife, luxury shopping, and world-
class dining, make the city a sight to behold
and be explored.
Places to see, ways to wander, and signature
experiences that define Dubai. A mix of the
charming, lavish, and modern. 
Quintessential Dubai restaurants, bars, and
beyond.
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Thailand is a gorgeous country located at the
center of the Indochina peninsula in the
mainland of South East Asia. This beautiful
country is a potpourri of multiple cultures. From
ascetic lifestyles of the monks to the throbbing
nightlife and rave parties on the beaches,
Thailand boasts of a wide spectrum of things. 
The tropical beaches of Thailand attract
throngs of visitors every year. You can get a tan
on one of its many beaches or enjoy the many
water sports available for those looking for the
ultimate adrenaline rush. Also known for its
massages, it may be a good idea to get a
relaxing back massage from one of the
masseuse by the beach. 
There are many royal palaces that one can visit
in Thailand.
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Singapore, the world’s only island city-state is a
mesmerizing destination that covers an area of
719.1 sq kms. 
Singapore is home to some really endearing
tourist attractions and has much to allure the
travellers. Gardens by the Bay, the largest
tropical orchid garden in the world, houses the
most exotic variety of plants offers the most
bespoken experience. The Singapore Zoo gives
you an opportunity to engage in a close
encounter with the orang tans while savoring a
hearty breakfast. One can also meet the first
polar bear born and brought up in South East
Asia or feed the giraffes. Another attraction is
the breathtaking river safari that helps you
interact with a wide variety of aquatic animals. 
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Malaysia is a Southeast Asian country
consisting of 13 states and three federal
territories. 
The capital of Malaysia, Kuala Lumpur boasts a
shimmering skyline, which is dominated by the
world's tallest twin towers - Petronas Towers.
Providing a striking contrast to it are the
traditional longhouse villages and pristine
rainforests in the state of Sarawak. You can spot
orangutans, crocodiles, proboscis monkeys, and
the world’s largest flower - the Rafflesia here.
Adventure seekers can take a 'flying coffin'
riverboat up the Batang Rejang river, or to the
fascinating Bat Caves and extraordinary rock
formations of Gunung Mulu National Park. The
state of Sabah also lure tourists with its
turquoise-fringed islands having mesmerizing
coral reefs.
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Bali is famous for beaches, countless waves for
surfing, scuba diving, natural sites to visit and
explore, an extremely fascinating Hindu culture
with colorful ceremonies and magnificent
temples; gifted artists producing beautiful
artwork in paint, stone, wood, silver and
whatever can be shaped.
There is an unbelievably wide range of hotels,
resorts and villas restaurants & bars, spas and
not to forget: world-class activities and
shopping in Bali. Accommodation is amazing,
anything from basic home-stays run by friendly
Balinese families, up to 5star beach resorts and
luxurious, or privately-serviced Bali villas with
your private pool is available. In plenty.
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A land of staggering natural beauty and
cultural complexities, of dynamic megacities
and hill-tribe villages, Vietnam is both exotic
and compelling.
Unforgettable experiences are everywhere in
Vietnam. There’s the sublime: gazing over a
surreal seascape of limestone islands from the
deck of a traditional junk in Halong Bay. The
ridiculous: taking 10 minutes just to cross the
street through a tsunami of motorbikes in Hanoi.
The inspirational: exploring the world’s most
spectacular cave systems in Phong Nha-Ke
Bang National Park. The comical: watching a
moped loaded with honking pigs weave a
wobbly route along a country lane. And the
contemplative: witnessing a solitary grave in a
cemetery of thousands of war victims.
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Encompassing serenity, Kerala is a charming
South Indian destination that should be in
every traveller’s bucket list. Adorned with the
emerald backwaters, sprawling and lush tea
estates, pristine hill stations, and azure
Arabian Sea, Kerala boasts numerous 
tourist places with which you will 
fall in love instantly.

BEST TIME TO VISIT
KERALA
The months between
November and February
are ideal for visiting Kerala.

Offering oodles of tourist attractions,
Kerala is a destination for every kind of

traveller. The state is home to sacred
temples like Padmanabhaswamy 

and Guruvayur; Jewish Synagogue,
Paradesi; first mosque in India,
Cheraman Juma Masjid; first 

Eurpoean built Church, St. Francis.
Forts in Kochi and Bekal are also

important part of the popular Kerala
tourism attraction.

POPULAR TOURIST
ATTRACTIONS

WHY VISIT KERALA
For pristine beaches and
long coastlines, thrilling
snake boat races, surreal
backwaters, rich wildlife,
unique art and architecture,
variety of energetic dance
forms, rejuvenating
Ayurveda treatments,
aromatic spices, big and
flavorsome multicourse
meal, exotic honeymoon
destinations.

The state invites for incredible availing
ayurveda massages; witnessing exhilarating
snake boat races; cruising in the houseboats

on the pristine backwaters; thrilling 
watersports; relishing delectable food; 

enjoying classical dance forms like
 Kathakali and Mohiniattam; tea 

and spice plantation tours;

TOP THINGS TO DO
ON YOUR HOLIDAY
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With splendid mountains and plunging river
valleys, Himachal Pradesh is a pristine North
Indian destination that would be in the bucket
list of travelers of all kinds.
Embellished with religious sites, shimmering
lakes, sprawling apple farms, ancient
monasteries and historical heritage sites, while
offering numerous adventure activities,
Himachal Pradesh boasts myriad of tourist
places which make one fall in love with it.
The rich cultural extravaganza that can be best
witnessed in its handicrafts, fairs and festivals,
dance and music, delectable cuisine and more.
The state is a world in itself and one needs to
visit it to witness and believe the beauty of this
much-celebrated tourism destination of India.
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If you are travelling to Delhi then it is very
important that you actually get used to
crowded streets. This is because Delhi is an
extremely crowded place and this is in fact one
of the most populated cities in the entire world.
Delhi is considered to be a full tank of traditions
as well as cultures. You will get to see a mix of
different cultures in this city.
There are a number of museums, memorials
etc. present here that will allow a person to
know about the present as well as the history of
the country. You also get to visit the National
Science Museum which will allow a person who
will be able to know about Science in quite a fun
way.
Apart from the museums, there are monuments
and memorials as well.
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Jaw-dropping forts & havelis; commendable
folk music; myriad tales of chivalry and
mouth-watering food welcome you to the
culturally wealthy state of Rajasthan. The land
of turbans, moustache, ghoonghat and
camels, Rajasthan is an unparalleled tourist
destination when it comes to culture and
heritage tourism in India. Home to famed
tigers like Machhali, the desert state also
boasts memorable wildlife adventure. Brace
yourself for heart-warming hospitality;
luxurious stays and unforgettable experiences.
You have Heritage Forts, Palaces, Mansions
(havelis), Wildlife, Sand Dunes, Lakes, Religious
Places, Fairs and Festivals, Desert Safaris,
handicrafts shopping, etc.
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Sandy beaches, warm sunsets, beautiful
villages and an atmosphere filled with joy are
some of the elements that make Goa a
popular beach tourist destination in India. It is
not only the scenic beaches but also the
tropical climate of Goa that can make one fall
in love and create an urge to explore more
about the place by visiting time and again. In
addition to this, Goa is a perfect travel
destination for those seeking for yoga and
ayurveda retreat or indulge in enthralling
adventure to get a holistic travel experience.
For the travellers planning a trip to this
priceless destination of India anytime soon, the
Goa Travel Guide will cover with all that one
can do to make the trip a memorable one. 
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Boasting cultural opulence; gorgeous
coastline; wildlife richness; hill stations to be
enamoured of; and temples with intricate
carvings to imbibe spirituality, Tamil Nadu is a
destination in India that cannot be ignored.
Making its place in New York Times 2016's
edition as one of the top places to visit in the
world, Tamil Nadu beckoned being a popular
tourist destination worldwide. Need a relaxing
holiday or a spiritual one, exploring the mystery
of cosmic powers? Tamil Nadu caters to your
interests, and thus, is the right travel
destination in India for you to quench your
thirst for exploration.
Tamil Nadu is a tourist magnet with a plethora
of attractions ranging right from its temples to
beach destinations on offer.

Karnataka with its glorious history, rich culture,
and enriching tradition is located in the
South-Western region of India. The
sophisticated state is famous for its cultural
heritage, picturesque landscapes and
traditional craftsmanship. To add to it,
Karnataka is a thriving hub of adventure and
water sports activities.
Culturally diverse and historic Karnataka holds
a prestigious position on the map of India.
Blessed with the presence of some of the
great dynasties like Hoysala, Rastrakutas, and
Chalukyas, there are multiple heritage sites in
Karnataka, which are the major tourist
attractions.
A holiday in Karnataka is vacation amidst
hundreds years' worth of history.
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Popularly known as the "Paradise on Earth",
Jammu and Kashmir is world famous for its
scenic splendour, snow-capped mountains,
plentiful wildlife, exquisite monuments,
hospitable people and local handicrafts. Your
trip to Jammu and Kashmir will be a
memorable one as the state will not only
appeal to you with its scenic beauty and
snow-covered mountain ranges, but the
adventure sports will take you to a different
world.
Nestled in the Himalayan, Pir Panjal and
Karakoram mountain ranges are renowned for
their natural beauty and gentle people.
Jammu and Kashmir is dotted with the most
beautiful mountain peaks, massive glaciers,
splendid monasteries, blue lakes, rivers, forests
etc.

The heart of India, Madhya Pradesh. The
exotic land is an intoxicating mixture of rich
history, vibrant sights, awe-spring art and
pious shrines. From north to south, east to
west, Madhya Pradesh is adorned with
beautiful attractions. On the state's rugged
Northern side, there are the famous temples
of Khajuraho, while two of the India's most
famous wildlife sanctuaries- Kanha and
Bandhavgarh are embracing the state's area.
Madhya Pradesh is an amalgamation of
paradoxes and mysteries. Some of the
prominent cities that should be visited on a
trip to Madhya Pradesh are Bhopal, Indore,
Gwalior, Jabalpur, Ujjain, Raipur, Maheshwar,
Mandu, Omkareshwar, Orchha, Pachmarhi,
Pench, Sanchi and Bandhavgarh.
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+91 9400261272  | +91 9037181602

FUTURA
HOSPITALITIES

CONTACT US

info@futurahospitalities.com

www.futurahospitalities.com


